Glass – 21.11 – May.
01 - Ball – Novice – An interesting image with well
thought out colours. The black stripe on the right is
slightly distracting.
Acceptance

02 – Genie Jar – Novice - The layers in this image
give it a lot of interest. Nice and moody.
Acceptance

03 – Glasses in Depth – Salon – This is a very simple,
beautifully composed image. I like the Black and
White treatment. Dark shadows on the while
background are distracting and perhaps should be
removed. Highly Commended

04 – Reflections – Salon – Well seen. The angle of
the window frames is distracting. The ‘wobbly ness’
of the church steeple gives the interest, and straight
frames would enhance the composition.
Acceptance
05 - Wine glass – Salon - A good idea, however I feel
that the white overlay is a bit overcooked and the
subject is slightly too dark.
Not Accepted

06
Hong Kong reflections – Intermediate - The
grungy treatment you have given this image is
excellent. The angle of the subject is well executed.
Honours

07
The green vase – Salon - This is an
outstanding image. The simplicity is great and I like
the intricate shadow pattern at the base of the vase.
A crisp white background would be an idea.
Highly commended
08
Looking over the lake – Salon - Very
imaginative. I find the rock at the top distracting.
Perhaps removing it and allow the globe to float
would improve the image.
Merit

09
Looking Through Glass – Intermediate - The
clean lines and the black background enhance this
image. Well thought out and executed. Merit

10
Glasses with lights - Intermediate - The
balance between the dark background and the light
highlights is not quite right.
Not Accepted

11
Lost at sea – Salon - What an interesting
image. Nicely sharp where needed and good use of
depth of focus to blur the background.
Merit
12
Spin the bottle – Salon - I like the use of a
very imaginative technique. Nice colour palette.
Honours

13
Molten Glass – Intermediate - The slight
softness of the focus compromises this image.
Not Accepted
14
History in glass – Intermediate - The
arrangement of the glasses is a bit too close and
uninteresting for my liking. Perhaps rearrange with
differing heights. Not accepted
15
Flower candle holder – Salon - The
placement of the candle allows for the reflected
light to be emphasised. Well done. Merit
16
Hollow stem glasses – Salon - Good
arrangement, however the image seems a little flat
to me. Perhaps slight darkening of the petals and
background would make the glasses "Pop"
Acceptance

